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Abstract. We present a novel and efficient room layout mapping strategy that
does not reveal people’s identity. The system uses only a Kinect depth sensor
instead of RGB cameras or a high-resolution depth sensor. The users’ facial
details will neither be captured nor recognized by the system. The system recog‐
nizes and localizes 3D objects in an indoor environment, that includes the furni‐
ture and equipment, and generates a 2D map of room layout. Our system accom‐
plishes layout mapping in three steps. First, it converts a depth image from the
Kinect into a top-view image. Second, our system processes the top-view image
by restoring the missing information from occlusion caused by moving people
and random noise from Kinect depth sensor. Third, it recognizes and localizes
different objects based on their shape and height for a given top-view image. We
evaluated this system in two challenging real-world application scenarios: a labo‐
ratory room with four people present and a trauma room with up to 10 people
during actual trauma resuscitations. The system achieved 80 % object recognition
accuracy with 9.25 cm average layout mapping error for the laboratory furniture
scenario and 82 % object recognition accuracy for the trauma resuscitation
scenario during six actual trauma cases.

Keywords: Depth sensor · Occlusion compensation · Object recognition ·
Privacy preserving · Room layout mapping

1 Introduction

Dynamic room layout mapping is useful and critical to many applications such as activity
recognition, virtual reality and home automation. The goal of room layout mapping is
to identify and localize objects (furniture, equipment, etc.) in an indoor environment and
generate a 2D map with their locations. It is also critical that the room layout mapping
system be able to work with people moving in the room. Traditional room layout
modeling strategies are usually based on RGB cameras or RGBD cameras [1, 2].
Although many systems have been proposed, these systems are not widely used in real-
world applications for several reasons. First, RGB camera raises privacy concerns,
especially in privacy-sensitive domains such as medical settings. Second, some previous
approaches have made use of multiple cameras or a moving robot to better observe the
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environment, an approach that may not be cost-efficient and may potentially interfere
with the work. In addition, most existing research uses 3D models for template matching
for indoor 3D object recognition. The 3D model matching yields good performance in
some daily-living scenarios with large furniture, such as beds or dining tables. It does
not, however, perform well for furniture or equipment with irregular shapes, such as
chairs or medical equipment like a fluid-bag stand. In addition, most template matching
methods require an unobstructed view of the environment, which is often not the case
because people cause view occlusion. The multi-camera based solution [3] is not cost-
efficient and aligning the views from different cameras is difficult and slow. We present
a system that uses only Kinect V2 depth sensor. Because we do not use RGB cameras
and the depth sensor built in the Kinect V2 cannot capture facial details, user’s identity
cannot be revealed.

To recognize and track 3D objects, such as furniture pieces or equipment in the room,
our system first converts the 3D depth-point-cloud taken by the Kinect depth sensor into
a 2D top-view image. The furniture mapping and recognition are based on the pixels in
the top-view image. The challenge is that the top-view image is not always clear and
representative: people walking in the room may cause view occlusion, which leads to
undefined pixels in the top-view image that will cause problems with recognition. In
addition, the Kinect depth sensing system also generates random noise, which affects
the performance of mapping and recognition system. To restore the occluded view, our
system tracks people positions in the room and dynamically updates the top-view image
based on their location. We also apply filtering to the top-view images to minimize the
influence of random noise caused by the Kinect depth sensor.

We evaluated the system performance in two challenging real-world applications: a
laboratory room with four people work in it and an actual trauma room of a level 1
trauma center. We tracked six types of furniture pieces in a laboratory room and achieved
average 80 % object recognition accuracy with average layout mapping error of 9.25 cm
over a 48 h testing period with four people working in the room. For the trauma room
application, we were able to keep tracking and recognize eight medical instrument and
furniture sets in the room with an average object recognition accuracy rate of 82 %. The
contributions of this paper are:

1. A novel dynamic, privacy-preserving room layout mapping strategy using only a
commercial depth sensor.

2. A strategy to restore the missing information in Kinect depth-maps caused by
random noise or view occlusion by moving people.

3. The implementation and evaluation of the system in two challenging real-world
applications.

2 Related Works

Room layout mapping or indoor 3D objects recognition is a widely used method for
applications such as activity recognition, 3D object modeling and virtual reality [2, 4].
Early layout mapping strategies used 2D-image features such as SIFT to map indoor
furniture [2]. Solutions based on 2D RGB camera, however, are not feasible for complex
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and dynamic environments because camera angles, lighting, and distance between the
object and camera may change rapidly and may be difficult to control in real-world
implementations.

With the recent development of commercial depth sensors, researchers have started
using RGB-D camera or depth sensor for room layout modeling and furniture recogni‐
tion. A common approach is to compare the reconstructed 3D environment with the pre-
established 3D CAD models [5–7]. Although approaches based on 3D-model matching
achieve good performance, their application is limited because some systems require
views from different angles or additional cameras [3] which is not cost effective and
may hard to implement in real-world applications. In addition, for systems that require
known 3D models of objects as templates [8, 9], it may be impractical to build a 3D
CAD model for every object used in real-world applications. Another common approach
for recognizing and mapping 3D objects is projecting 3D data onto 2D space [10, 11].
Our method builds on this approach by converting a 3D point-cloud into 2D space, and
then performing object mapping and recognition based on 2D top-view image. Rather
than using a roaming robot equipped with cameras, which is expensive and potentially
unfeasible in a crowded setting, we used a fixed commercial depth sensor.

Most prior work in 3D object recognition does not include people. This omission is
problematic for many applications because the information loss due to view occlusion
caused by people moving will significantly influence the system’s performance. To
address this issue, we restore and enhance the images based on people locations in the
room. People tracking has attracted a great deal of research and has become more
manageable with recent hardware, such as Kinect [12, 13]. Our system achieves compa‐
rable layout mapping performance in both stationary environments with no people, and
in the dynamic real-world scenarios with multiple moving people.

3 Room Layout Mapping

3.1 Room Layout Mapping Model

A key challenge for room layout mapping is that view occlusion caused by people
moving in the room results in the captured image partially missing information. Created
by the need to avoid compromising user’s privacy, an additional challenge, is to use
only depth sensor built in the Kinect, which provides low-resolution depth image without
detailed texture information. Both view occlusion and low-resolution depth image
makes indoor objects recognition difficult. We designed the system to accomplish room
layout mapping in dynamic environment through three steps:

Step1: Generate a point-cloud map of the 3D environment based on the depth sensor
and converts it into top-view image.

Step2: Process the top-view image by first restoring the part of view occluded by
people in the room and then enhancing the top-view image to eliminate the undefined
pixels caused by Kinect sensor’s random noise.

Step3: Recognize 3D objects (equipment, furniture, etc.) based on shape and height
using 2D template matching and then layout mapping based on recognition results.
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3.2 From Point-Cloud to Top View

To have a clear view of the room, we mounted the Kinect H meters above the ground
with a tilt angle α so that people and objects in the room are more likely to be seen
in camera view (in our application, H = 2.5  m and α = 7’). Before converting the
3D point-cloud into a 2D top view, each point in the point-cloud needs to be adjusted
for the tilt angle α so that the camera space of the Kinect is aligned with the actual
setting. The camera space refers to the 3D coordinate system used by the Kinect
(Fig. 1), where the x axis grows to the sensor’s left, the y-axis grows up and the z
axis grows out in the direction the sensor is facing.

Fig. 1. Coordinate system of Kinect camera space.

If we use (X, Y, Z) for each point in the point-cloud in camera space and use (X', Y',
Z') for the corresponding point in the room, given the tilt angle α, the rotation matrix
can be applied as follows:
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For objects below the Kinect sensor, the measured y coordinate in camera space is
negative. We add H (height of Kinect sensor) to the converted y coordinates to calculate
the actual height. By visualizing the point-cloud (Fig. 2) we confirmed that before the
tilt-angle adjustment, the ceiling surface (purple pixels) and floor surface (blue pixels)
in the point-cloud are not parallel with actual ground due to the tilt angle of Kinect
(Fig. 2(b)) After the tilt angle is adjusted, the surfaces are parallel with the actual ground
(Fig. 2(c)). Once the tilt angle is adjusted, the top-view image can be generated by

Fig. 2. (a) The picture of the laboratory. (b) The point cloud of the room before tilt angle
adjustment. (c) The point cloud of the room after tilt angle adjustment. (d) The top view image of
the room. (Color figure online)
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projecting all the points in the point-cloud down to the floor plane using the height of
the highest pixel at each position in 2D plane as follows:

topView(x, z) = maxDepth

(
Y

′ |X ′

= x, Z
′

= z
)

(2)

Where topView(x, z) denotes the value of pixels in the top-view image and
maxDepth

(
Y

′ |X ′

= x, Z
′

= z
)
 represents the highest point in point-cloud at position (x, z).

Because objects are present that we do not want to track, such as lights hanging from
the ceiling, we ignore all the points in point-cloud above certain height range to avoid
possible confusion. Because the top-view image generated from the adjusted depth
image captured by the Kinect, where each pixel represents 1 cm, the pixels in the top-
view image reveal the physical dimensions where each pixel represents a 1 cm length
in the room. The correlation between pixels and actual distance makes precise room
layout mapping possible.

3.3 Top-View Image Enhancement

View occlusion leads to information loss and makes it difficult to recognize 3D objects
in top-view images. To address this issue, we restore the missing information in top-
view images.

First, the system maintains a dynamic top-view image by selectively updating its
pixels. We require that the system start when no people are in the room, which guarantees
the initial top-view image free of view occlusion caused by people. The Kinect is set to
capture a depth image of the room every 100 ms, which is converted into a top-view
image. When a new depth image is captured, the top-view image will not be directly
updated unless the room remains empty of people. If a person is detected by the Kinect,
the view will be occluded, resulting in information loss in the area of occlusion. Our
system only updates the pixels outside the occluded area based on the top-view image
and keeps the pixels in the occluded area unchanged from the previous top-view image
(Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. (a) Top view image with no people. (b) View occlusion caused by people in the room.
(c) Compensating for the information loss. (d) Top view image after image enhancement.

Because people blocking the camera view cause view occlusion, occluded areas are
defined as rectangular areas behind each person in the room. We used a fixed width for
each rectangle (50 cm) based on the average body width of a male adult. The height d
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 of the rectangle is determined from person’s location in the room and their estimated
height (Fig. 4):

d =
(y − Omin) ⋅ z

Hk − Omin

(3)

Here y denotes the height of a person’s head-joint provided by the Kinect and z
denotes the horizontal distance between a person’s head and the Kinect sensor. The
height Hk of the Kinect sensor is fixed once it is installed and Omin represents the
minimum height of tracked objects. Because the top-view of people will act as outliers
to the object recognition system, to have a clear top view image, we replaced the
rectangle area (in this paper 20 cm × 50 cm) containing the top view of a person with
the pixels in previous top view, so that the figure of person will be “erased” in top-view
image (Fig. 3(c)).

In addition to restoring the occluded view, we used filtering to eliminate the random
noise caused by the Kinect sensor. We used a buffer to store n previous top-view images
and calculate the value of each pixel in current top-view image based on both the current
top-view image and n previous top-view images. If a pixel topView(x, y) is undefined in
current top view image, the system will look back n (n = 5 in our experiments) to
previous top view images and assign the value of that pixels using the average value of
same pixel in n previous top View images. The image dilate [14] is applied at last to
smooth the top-view image. We used the Aforge.net library in our programming [15].

3.4 Object Recognition and Room Layout Mapping

We focused on small furniture and equipment that can be relocated, such as chair,
patient-bed or a cart, while large furniture, e.g. metal cabinet, is not likely to be often
relocated. Our object recognition is based on template matching on 2D top-view images.
We chose template-matching strategy among other pattern recognition approaches for
two reasons. First, template matching is fast compared with other strategies, a require‐
ment for real-time room layout mapping because small objects may be frequently relo‐
cated. Second, because we are working with top-view images, which are derived from
the Kinect depth images, detailed texture information is not available to extract image
features.

Fig. 4. Left: A person’s figure in top view image (red rectangle) and view occlusion area caused
by the person (white rectangle). Right: Estimate the length of view occlusion area d based on
person’s position z and height y. (Color figure online)
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We generated templates for objects by manually selecting examples of each object
from 10 top-view images and averaging them for the template. In practice, the template
matching was done using Aforge.net library [15], the system will take the area that has
maximum matching score with certain template as the location of object. Because,
equipment or small furniture pieces might be moved out of the room in real-world
applications, we defined a threshold to determine if an object exists in the room. If the
maximum matching score of a template is lower than the threshold, the system will
decide the certain object is not in the room. The threshold was tuned based on 100
random selected sample images using object recognition accuracy as indicator.

4 Experimental Results

We applied our system in two different application scenarios to test the system perform‐
ance for normal application and extremely complex and dynamic environment. We first
set up the system in a typical laboratory room with four people work in and kept it
running for 48 h. None of the individuals were told the system was working in the room
in advance so their behavior was not altered by this experiment. We kept tracking six
different furniture pieces (Table 1) in the room with very different size and shape, four
of the objects were relocated during the experiment. We programmed the system to save
a top-view image and a room layout image every minute and later evaluate the system’s
performance by manually reviewing the top-view image as ground truth and compare
it with generated room layout map for evaluation.

The laboratory application scenarios were not crowded and people were working at
different place of the room most of time. To further test our system performance, we
also applied the system in an actual trauma room in a level 1 trauma center. Deployment
and evaluation of the system was approved by the institutional review board (IRB) and
was considered do not compromise users’ privacy of medical personnel and patients. In
this setting, up to 10 people are working simultaneously, an aspect of this setting that
leads to view occlusion and increase the difficulty of room layout mapping. We kept
tracking eight different piece of medical equipment and furniture sets (Table 1) that
varies in shape and size during six trauma resuscitations. Five pieces of medical equip‐
ment were relocated. Similar to the experiments we performed in the laboratory, we
programmed the system to save a top-view image and a room layout image every minute
(Fig. 5). The object recognition accuracy was calculated as follows (Table 1):

Accuracy =
number of images that an object is correctly recognized

total number of images

We find that the large furniture pieces are easier to track and map in the room: even
if few pixels are significantly influenced by the noise or blocked, most of pixels stay
similar with template. For smaller objects mapping accuracy is lower because small
objects result in few pixels that are easier corrupted by noise. Besides, for objects with
irregular shapes, it is hard to generate a representative template for objects with irregular
shape. For example, the blood pressure stand has a relatively low tracking accuracy due
to its small size and irregular shape (Table 1). Our system is able to achieve performance
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comparable to previous research [1, 8], however, considering that previous approaches
[1, 8] were designed for scenarios with no people moves, our system is considered to
more suitable for many real-world scenarios.

When no people are moving, the overall system performance in the laboratory room
is around 15 % better than it is when four people are moving in the room. This finding
may be because Kinect might not be able to continuously track of people in a crowded
and dynamic environment. Loss of tracking of people did not necessarily lead to object
detection failure, because it is also depending on the whether the people is standing in
front of an objects and the size of view occlusion area caused by people. In the medical
application, our system was able to maintain similar performance to laboratory room
implementation when number of people doubled. We noticed that the patient bed is
blocked by personnel most of the time during the trauma resuscitation, because doctors
and nurses usually stand around the patient bed when performing their tasks. Our system

Table 1. Objects used for experiments in laboratory room and trauma room with their dimensions
and recognition accuracy. The Grey shaded objects were relocated during the experiments. For
the objects with irregular shape, height (H) is measured.

Cart 28×18×36 100%/87.5% Shelf 57×42×20 100%
Chair H=31", 

irregular 
shape

100%/42.8% IV Stand H=68", 
irregular 
shape

67.8%

Box 15×13×19 100%/67.1% BP Stand H=43", 
irregular 
shape

46.1%

Book Shelf 12×14×16 98.0%/89.1% Cardiac 
Monitor
Adapter

30×28×17 62.5%

Desk 91×30×29 99.1%/90.2% Bio-Trash 
Bin

19×32×16 93.2%

Pyxis 82×27×78 100%
Sheet 
Warmer

30×29×72 99.8%

Objects(lab) Size
(inch)

Accuracy 
(0/4 people)

Objects 
(Trauma 
room)

Size
(inch)

Accuracy 
(up to 10 
people)

Dinning Table 58×28×30 100%/100% Patient
Bed

31×32×80 92.3%

Fig. 5. The photo and room layout mapping results of laboratory and trauma room.
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is able to make compensation and recognize patient bed with 92.3 % accuracy of patient
bed with proposed strategy that is satisfied.

In addition to object recognition accuracy, we evaluated the object mapping error in
our laboratory environment without people. Because the time of patient arrival is not
predictable, staying in actual trauma room and manually measuring the room layout
mapping error may potentially interfere with the room’s normal usage. For this reason,
we did not perform layout mapping error evaluation. We applied the rotation matrix to
the Kinect camera space and used the coordinate system after tilt angle adjustment for
mapping error evaluation. The Kinect sensor is used as origin of the coordinate system,
the x-axis grows to the Kinect’s left, z-axis grows out of the Kinect and parallel with
ground. We manually measured the distance of each object in the room to Kinect in both
x-axis and z-axis direction and compared the measured distance with generated room
layout map. The objects were relocated after each experiment and the entire process was
repeated 10 times. We averaged the errors in 10 measurements for each object in the
room as room layout mapping error (Table 2).

Table 2. Room layout mapping error in X-axis and Z-axis in cm.

Objects Dinning
table

Cart Chair Box Book
Shelf

Desk

Error in X-axis (cm) 13 9.7 20.0 13.0 11.6 11.6
Error in Z-axis (cm) 2.7 13.2 5.5 1.6 2.7 6.4

Our research achieves decimeter-level layout mapping error which is similar to
previous research [8]. A difference is that our approach uses only a fixed depth sensor
which does not compromise user’s privacy. In addition, our approach does not rely on
pre-defined 3D CAD models for object recognition, a more practical and convenient for
real-world applications. Previous research [10] achieves around 3 cm layout mapping
error using laser depth sensor, which is considered to be one of the best indoor layout
mapping system. The limitation of this type of system is that the system requires a clear
view of the room, view occlusion caused by moving people will significantly influence
system performance. The indoor layout mapping strategy proposed in this paper works
well with people moving in the room, though the system works with slightly higher
layout mapping error, it is considered to be more useful and practical for some dynamic
applications.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We developed a novel room layout mapping system that works in crowded real-world
applications that does not compromise the privacy of the people in the view area. Its key
feature is eliminating the view occlusion caused by people moving in the room. Due to
Kinect limitation, Kinect can track no more than 6 people. If more than six people are
in the room, the information lost due to view occlusion might not be restored. In addition,
it is possible for Kinect to lose track of people in complex and crowded environments.
The system may lose track of some objects or make layout-mapping errors in very
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crowded environments. Also, template matching will not work well if a small object is
blocked or partially blocked by larger objects.

Our future work will use multiple Kinect sensors [16] in different view angles to
allow tracking more than six people and restore missing information caused by view
occlusion from both people and objects. We will also perform more extensive evaluation
of our system in different real-world application scenarios.
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